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Special  inspirat ions shared for the 18th January 1999.

The month of January is a special month to experience Baba's blessings
and to achieve the impossible- Whatever you had wanted to do for a long
time can be realised in this blessed month. The day for the
celebrations of the 30th Anniversary of Brahma Baba ascending to the
subtle region began with a powerful gathering of 400 Brahmins having
amrit vela together at Global Co-operation House on the 17th.

On the evening of 17th January, the day for international meditation, we
had the public programme entitled "Opening Ourselves to God".
Throughout the programme, we received glimpses of the many facets of
God's beautiful personality through dance, music, reflection and
meditation. We were introduced to one of God's many attributes. For
instance, Baba, the Magician, and how He has performed magic on us. How
Baba, the Guide is guiding us at every moment in our life; how Baba, the
Bestower is filling our aprons with all His treasures; Baba, the
Liberator liberating us from all negativity and giving us the experience
of perfect happiness. And lastly, Baba, the Jeweller who is making us
into sparkling flawless diamonds. Without His help, we wouldn't have
achieved anything. At the end of the programme, Dadi gave everyone
drishti during powerful silence, and finally gave everyone a small
pocket book of wisdom as a gift.

On 18th January, again, we had amrit vela at Global Co-operation House
with a gathering of about 400 Brahmins from the whole of London, and
then around 600 Brahmins for morning class at 6.00 am having combined
mudi in the auditorium. During morning class, Dadi Prakashmani phoned
and met the class sharing her greetings for the special day of
remembrance.

Dadi Janki shared some very inspiring gems of knowledge, and her own
feeling is that we should all now become so perfect and never become
upset, since we are the ones who will fulfil Baba's hopes and desires.
We have to become gyanyukt, yogyukt, raazyul.l. and yuktiyukt. Dadi also
inspired everyone to share their determined thought for transformation
with Baba so that that transformation takes place and stays with you
permanently, as it would be filled with blessings of the month of
January: The month of January brings with itself an urgency to become
complete and perfect and reveal Baba by taking the responsibility to
make the self into a flawless diamond, and not give excuses about others
or blame others for anything that might go wrong. After murli, bhog was
offered to Baba, followed by a few experiences. lt was a day of
constantly being bestowed with Baba's blessings and sakaash. After
Brahma bhojan, the whole gathering had stayed to listen to BapDada's
murli through the internet and to experience the powerful vibrations of
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the presence of God on earth.

Throughout the month, Dadi was very much aware of the magic that takes
place during this month. Dadi's slogan is that anything is possible in
this month. Dadi's experience is that all of Baba's versions are so
valuable and important. What Baba had spoken about years ago is now
being witnessed practically. During the scientists retreat that took
place at GRC, one of the powerful experiences was of a scientist holding
together the whole gathering of powerful souls in dead silence for
almost 15 minutes, at the end of which he stated, "l have said all I
want to say". This is an indication of how science is beginning to
recognise the power of silence.

On 24th, souls from all over the U.K. gathered together for amrit vela
at Global House. This was followed by combined morning murli class with
about 800 Brahmins packed in Global House. Dadi shared what we as God's
children now have to do: "l only have to do that which my Father does.
He is constantly bestowing and so let me also continue to bestow at all
times. I don't need to ask for His permission to take from Him and
donate to others, since I have a right to use my Father's property
(virtues and power) as lwant. I don't want to become like anyone else,
but I know that everyone is good and doing the best they can. I only
want to become like my sweet Babul. I now have three futhers and each
one teaches me something: The Incorporeal teaches me to become bodiless.
Sakar Baba teaches me to become humble and truthful. Avyakt Baba is
pulling me to become an avyakt angel. Sister Jayanti and others also
shared their experiences of sakar Baba and avyakt BapDada, and the
humility experienced through Baba.

Om Shanti.

BKWSU GCH
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